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“Irish people have always helped their neighbours…. it’s part of who we are…… and it underpins
our rich tradition of volunteering” - Minister for Foreign Affairs Charles Flanagan at the launch of
Sligo’s official designation European Volunteering Capital 2017.
In 2013 European Year of Citizens, The European Volunteer Centre launched the European
Volunteering Capital competition to promote and develop volunteering at the local level. The EV
Capital is a Europe-wide open competition that aims to promote volunteering at local level by
giving recognition to municipalities that support and strengthen partnerships with volunteer
centres and volunteer-involving organisations and celebrate and promote volunteering and the
impact made by volunteers. The EVC designation for Sligo followed the hosting by leading EU
cities including Barcelona – 2014, Lisbon – 2015 and London in 2016.

County Council and Sligo Volunteer Centre. The steering committee for Sligo EVC was chaired by
the Chief Executive of Sligo County Council.
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This report examines the impact of the European Volunteering Capital of 2017 had and the
importance of Volunteering in Sligo. Specifically it examines the following items:
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Hosting and planning for EVC
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2017 was an exceptional and exciting year for County Sligo and in particular, the Sligo Volunteer
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2 SLIGO VOLUNTEER CENTRE
Based in Sligo town, the Centre was the primary driving force and coordinating body for the
volunteer elements and events for the year.
Established in 2007, Sligo Volunteer Centre, provides a link between people interested in
volunteering and non-profit groups looking for volunteers. Through their own marketing
channels and networks, they advertise for volunteers on behalf of 300+ non-profit groups in Sligo
and refer interested people to these groups. Sligo Volunteer Centre operate with 4 part time
positions being the Centre Manager, 2 x placement officers, and 1 x Garda vetting Co Coordinator
The centre is affiliated with Volunteer Ireland, the National Volunteer Development Agency and a
representative and support body for over 21 Volunteer Centres in Ireland.
Sligo Volunteer Centre provides the following range of services:

For Volunteers
1.

Maintains a database of volunteering opportunities where those interested can search

Scene set for Opening Ceremony

and apply to engage as a volunteer
2. Provides advice and support on choosing volunteer opportunities
3. Provides general advice on volunteering and an information support service
4. Provides one-to-one appointments in person or via phone; small group information
workshops for those interested in volunteering

For Organisations
Community and Voluntary Organisations that involve or need volunteers can avail of the
following services
1.

Promote and advertise volunteer vacancies through its database website, Facebook, and
twitter pages, countywide posters and monthly email updates.

2. Provide and organise quality training about finding, keeping and managing volunteers.
3. Provides on-going information, advice and support on engaging with volunteers.
4. Supports putting in place volunteer roles and putting volunteer policies and procedures
in place.
5. Support to develop a voluntary Volunteer Coordinator role within organisations.
6. Support with Garda Vetting Service for organisations
Special Olympics Volunteers
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The European Volunteer Centre (CEV)

7. Give presentations about volunteering and volunteering opportunities e.g. large
corporate organisations and schools or colleges.
Key statistics for the Sligo Volunteer Centre 20171

3 THE EUROPEAN VOLUNTEER CENTRE (CEV)
The European Volunteer Centre (Centre European du volontariat, CEV) is the European network
of over 70 national, regional and local volunteer centres and volunteer support agencies across
Europe. Through the network, they promote and support volunteering through advocacy,
knowledge sharing and capacity building & training and bring a pan European dimension to the
work of volunteers and volunteer centres. The European Volunteer Centre channels the collective
priorities and concerns of its member organisations to the institutions of the European Union and
the Council of Europe. They exchange policy, practice and information in order to ensure
effective and coherent follow up to and implementation of the Policy Agenda for Volunteering in
Europe.
CEV’s vision is a Europe in which volunteering is central in building a cohesive and inclusive
society based on solidarity and active citizenship. Their mission is to contribute to the creation of
an enabling political, social and economic environment in Europe where the full potential of
volunteering can be realised.
CEV work to:

In 2017, Sligo Volunteer Centre delivered the following:
12.

Supported 160 VIO's, around their Volunteer Programmes

13.

933 Referrals of interested volunteers to voluntary roles

14.

Promoted 198 Opportunities to volunteer - 124 of these were new

15.

462 people engaged with the service & sought to volunteer in their community

16.

10,606 Hours of Volunteering contributed by volunteers placed with volunteers from
42 different countries

17.

245 Placements made into 61 Not for Profit Groups. Placement Rate = 44.25%. This
means over 44% of those who wished to volunteer received a suitable opportunity.

18.

20 Volunteer Information Workshops held with 60 people in attendance

19.

Processed 436 Garda Vetting Forms on behalf of 36 groups. Trained 12 new affiliates

20.

Be the representative voice for volunteering infrastructure in Europe

21.

Strengthen the infrastructure for volunteering across Europe

22.

Promote volunteering as an expression of European values.

Strategic objectives of CEV include:
23.

Developing partnerships with EU and other institutions at different levels, civil society
organisations as a member of various Alliances, and with other volunteering
stakeholders.

24.

Sharing knowledge through publications, social media, training courses, studies and
other initiatives & events.

25.

Training members and other stakeholders on volunteering related issues, especially in
the framework of the spring capacity building conferences.

26.

Advocating for supportive volunteering policies as a member of EU expert groups,
including the European Solidarity Corps, attending and presenting at hearings &
consultations,

1

and

organising

Annual Report 2017
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4 EUROPEAN VOLUNTEERING CAPITAL
In 2013, the Centre organised the first European competition for the European Volunteering
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European Volunteering Capital

 The importance of training for volunteer coordinators is recognised and supported and

volunteers are publicly recognised and thanked on a regular basis.
 The running of regular campaigns to promote and encourage volunteering especially to

vulnerable and marginalised groups and this was cited as a best practice approach.

Capital to promote and develop volunteering at the local level.

 The clear, strong links to all levels of formal education and the role of volunteering in

The EV Capital is a Europe-wide open competition that aims to promote volunteering at local
level, the designation is made each year to the city/municipality of any size which best

active ageing and lifelong learning is well understood.
 The incentive and award schemes, including a volunteer discount card, are exemplary and

demonstrates the Policy Agenda for Volunteering in Europe (PAVE).
The detailed and robust application was prepared by Sligo Volunteer Centre and Sligo County
Council and submitted by the municipality of Sligo County Council. In announcing the result of the

also the encouragement for local organisations to participate in national awards.
 The value of volunteer time as co-funding is recognised,
 Data on volunteering is routinely collected and used to inform evidence based policy

making.

competition the EVC jury concluded that:
Sligo clearly makes supporting volunteering infrastructure a priority with project and core grants

The application was broken in the following categories:

of different sizes and types made available to organisations. One-off and unique events for the

Creating an enabling environment
Funding for volunteer organisations and volunteering infrastructure
Action taken to remove barriers to volunteering and make it more accessible
Promotion of and support for employee volunteering schemes.
Improving the Quality of Volunteering
Development of a local municipal strategy for volunteer promotion and support for the
recognition, training and development of volunteers
Support for agreed quality principles for volunteering
Providing recognition for volunteering
Campaigns to promote and encourage volunteering especially any targeted at
vulnerable or marginalised people
Links to education and lifelong learning
Incentive and award schemes to encourage volunteering
Valuing volunteering
Possibility to include volunteer time as co-funding for grants and other subsidies
Support for research and measurement of volunteering
Linking of volunteering in municipal strategy to employment, health and well-being and
social inclusion.

public good that need volunteer support are also supported.
The application was founded by number of strengths for Sligo in telling its story. It outlined the
leadership demonstrated by the Council in establishing a volunteering infrastructure in the
County responding to a need and a desire to support community development and volunteerism.
It outlined the key role played by the volunteer centre. It further outlined the role of the Public
Participation Network structure in promoting and supporting Community and Voluntary
endeavour, the council’s community and voluntary grants initiatives, the role of the Local
Community Development Committee in its development and adoption of the Local Economic and
Community Plan. It outlined the significant and inspirational role played by the Fleadh Cheoil na
h’Eireann events of 2014 and 2015 in attracting 1,500 volunteers onto the street as ambassadors
for Sligo.
The provision of training to volunteer organisations in the rights and responsibilities of
volunteers in order to build their capacity to improve access to people from disadvantaged

After a wonderful and active year, Sligo handed over the designation to the Danish city of Aarhus

groups was cited as a very positive factor.

for 2018.

The jury praised a number of key features of volunteer support in Sligo such as:
 The support for employee volunteering for both public and privately employed people.
 The inclusion of volunteering strategies as part of broader municipality strategies related

to overall development.
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5 REVIEW OF SLIGO EUROPEAN VOLUNTEERING CAPITAL
This section examines the planning involved in hosting the year long agenda, who was involved,
the theme of the year and the diary of activities with a focus on some of the key events. It
examines the numbers of visitors to Co Sligo who came in particular for a volunteering event and
the publicity achieved.

5.1 Sligo EVC Steering Group
Following the awarding of the designation to Sligo, a Steering Committee was established in
Spring 2016 to oversee the hosting of the European Volunteering Capital. This Steering
Committee was a partnership between Sligo County Council, Sligo Volunteer Centre and other
external partners. This group was known as EVC Sligo Committee.
The purpose of the EVC Sligo Steering Committee was:
 To develop a theme for the EVC year
 To agree on the programme of events and activities to take place
 To guide, review and manage the programme of events for the year

From L-R: Noelle Cawley, Maria Gallo, Stuart Garland, Ciara Herity, Ciaran Hayes,
Hubert Keaney, Marie Casserly and Marian Harkin

 To provide input of expertise in all aspects of financial management, programme

management and support to Sligo Volunteer Centre and Sligo County Council
 To work with Sligo Volunteer Centre to guide the work of Starling Media/Storylab – who

were awarded Project Management and Public Relations services for the year.
The Steering Committee comprised the following members:
 Mr. Ciarán Hayes, CE Sligo County Council.
 Ms. Ciara Herity, Manager Sligo Volunteer Centre,
 Ms. Dorothy Clarke, Sligo County Council,
 Ms. Margaret McConnell, Sligo County Council,
 Dr. Maria Gallo, Sligo Volunteer Centre Board;
 Cllr. Marie Casserly, Sligo Volunteer Centre Board,
 Ms. Marian Harkin, MEP
 Ms. Noelle Cawley, Failte Ireland,
 Cllr. Hubert Keaney (replaced by Cllr. Seamus Kilgallen)
 Mr. Gerard O’Connor (Sligo PPN and Sligo GAA),
 Mr. Stuart Garland, Volunteer Ireland

From L-R: Gerry O’Connor, Marie Casserly, Ciara Herity, Seamus Kilgannon, Ciaran Hayes, Margaret O’Connell, Dorothy Clarke
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In October 2016, the EVC Sligo Committee, through Sligo Volunteer Centre, engaged the services
of Ms. Denise Rushe, Starling Media and Mr. Ciarán Byrne, Storylab to carry out Marketing, Social
Media and Public Relations services.
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5.2 Aims, and Theme of Sligo EVC
Aims
A number of key aims were agreed which would be the primary focus of the EVC 2017 in Sligo.

The Steering Group established an operational terms of reference, which defined the

These were:

relationships, decision making and responsibilities across the group. There were several different
relationships involved in the programme to ensure successful delivery of events. These included:
1.

To embed the partnership approach of the Public Sector working alongside
the Community & Voluntary Sector in Sligo to continue to contribute to
deliver overall positive impact for County Sligo

Sligo County Council who had signed a Memorandum of Understanding with CEV- the
European Volunteer Centre.

Strengthen links and awareness between the voluntary sector and the
private/corporate sector, which will serve to increase the impact of both.

2. Sligo Volunteer Centre held the contractual agreement with Starling Media/Storylab on
Project Management/PR
3. Sligo Volunteer Centre and Sligo County Council managed the financial accounts for EVC

To showcase Sligo's natural beauty & resources; people & places and as
such it’s potential as a destination while promoting sustainable
development and highlighting the pivotal role volunteers have to play in
environmental activities.

Sligo Committee.
4. The delegation of operational responsibility to the staff of Sligo Volunteer Centre and
with input from Sligo County Council staff

Sligo celebrates & recognises the wealth of voluntary activity that exists
across all spectrums throughout the County.

5. The Cathaoirleach of the Council was a member of the Steering group which straddled
across 2 terms of office

To ensure a legacy to the year in terms of its sustainability and potential for
a new initiative(s) to be developed or improved that will have lasting
positive impact on Sligo.

Decision Making – was one of the key roles of the steering group, where it established
procedures and protocols for the year. These included:
1.

Sligo takes the opportunity to highlight at a local, national and European
level its significant achievements in best practice volunteering as well as
taking opportunities to learn from others and work towards continuous
improvements.

Attendance at Events – to ensure representation from both Sligo County Council and
Sligo Volunteer Centre at key events reflecting the joint partnership between the
organisations.

2. Approving budget and spend
3. Approving design/print/advertising and other promotional items for the year
4. PR – covering review and approval on press releases, advert content etc.
5. Approving all activities and operations for the EVC programme

Each of the aims was addressed through a diverse and varied series of one off and continuous
events. These were spread over three themes identified as being important to the voluntary &
community sector in Sligo and worthy of being central to the events of the year.

6. Proposing input to the years activities
7. Determining protocol around opening and closing events
The Steering Committee met on a total of 5 occasions in 2016 during the preparatory year and
monthly in 2017. It also met in 2018 to review the year.
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Key Events and Initiatives by Theme

Encouraging
Partnership

Volunteer Managers
Workshops

Valuing and
Acknowledging
Volunteering

Celebrating and
Recognising
Volunteering

Headstart Volunteers
Expo

Opening Ceremony

Volunteer Hours
Clock

Volunteer Voices
Adopt a Charity
European Parliament
Exhibition
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6 ENCOURAGING PARTNERSHIP
6.1 EVC Delivery Partnership
EVC Sligo was strongly supported by partnership of public and private sector bodies. The steering
group and staff secured the buy in and active support of a these partners, all of whom recognised
the value and strength of volunteering in Ireland. Partners included:

Closing Ceremony
Foroige National
Volunteer Conference
Volunteer Ireland
National Awards
National PPN
Conference

Key Activities and Events
With 82 events promoting with a theme of volunteering over the course of the year – 30 of these
events were directly as a result of the Sligo Hosting the 2017 Volunteer Capital. That represents a
40% increase in the number of events held across the county because of the designation.

Sligo County Council and Sligo Volunteer Centre were the lead partners in promoting and
supporting the designation. They were responsible for the overall management, coordination
and direction of the year and for delivering the decisions of the steering group.
Abbott – Official Corporate Partner. Abbott is one of Sligo’s largest employers and takes an
active role in Corporate Citizenship across many aspects of life in Co. Sligo. Abbott lent its
support to the EVC to highlight the positive impacts that volunteering has on lives across Ireland.
During the year Abbott worked closely with the European Volunteer Centre on a range of
initiatives to showcase the positive impact of volunteering, include expanding volunteering
programmes and raising awareness of the importance of volunteering. These efforts built on
Abbott’s strong culture of giving and community work; through its Irish operations, Abbott’s
employees delivered more than 11,000 volunteer hours in 2015-2016. The leadership of Abbott
was a huge encouragement for the commercial sector, (large and small) to become involved and
recognise the impact and value of volunteerism from a community and commercial perspective.
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Sligo Champion / Irish independent. These were the official media partners for the year and were
important partners in attracting the high levels of media coverage and publicity given across all
of 2017.
Western Development Commission / Look West – The Western Development Commission is a
statutory body that was set up to promote both social and economic development in the
Western Region. It has a strong community development focus and recognises the huge role
volunteerism plays in maintaining the economic and social fabric of the life of the Western
region. They were a key strategic partner for the EVC year.
Failte Ireland - The national tourism development authority were a strategic partner. They saw
the designation as an opportunity to increase visitation and tourism to Co. Sligo and to promote
the Sligo, the West of Ireland and the Wild Atlantic Way to a wider audience.
Others – the EVC was supported by a range of other local partners who provided funding,
advisory support, promotions and marketing. These included:
 Co. Sligo LEADER Partnership Co

Announcement of Abbott Ireland as corporate partner

 Sligo BID
 Mayo, Sligo, Leitrim Education and Training Board
 Sligo Tourism Ltd
 Sligo Tourist Development Association Ltd

The composition of the steering group was drawn from the membership of these partners with
the addition of external experts from Volunteer Ireland and the GAA.

6.2 Creating and Encouraging Partnerships
This was one of the success stories of the 2017 designation. Several events and initiatives took
place in this respect.

Volunteer Managers Workshops
Over the course of the year a series of well attended and successful workshops were held that:
 Supported local Volunteer Managers to discuss how they can best involve corporate

volunteers in their volunteering programmes.
 A public information event that provided information and support to local volunteers

WDC Sponsorship Announcement
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 Volunteer Managers appreciation day which celebrated the contribution of local

volunteer managers
These workshops inspired confidence in the volunteer sector to continue their work and
provided more confidence and methods around engaging with the private and corporate sector
for support.

Adopt a Charity
A key objective for EVC was to strengthen the relationship between the business community and
the volunteer sector in County Sligo. As part of Sligo’s European Volunteering Capital, Sligo
Volunteer Centre organised an Adopt a Charity Campaign. The objective was to connect local
charities with the local business community which can support them by sharing skills and
expertise. On March 28th, the first session for Corporate Volunteers, was hosted in the offices of
Abbott Ireland. This presented information around getting involved, the challenges and issues
which the volunteer sector needs support with.
This Adopt a Charity initiative was designed to help businesses team up with non-profit
community groups. In April 2017, an event hosted at the Building Block in Sligo saw over 25

Abbot Adopt a Charity Event

businesses and volunteers come together to discuss how businesses could lend their skills free of
charge to help voluntary groups. The event was a great success with many local businesses
taking the first step to support or pledge support to many charitable and voluntary groups for all
sorts of needs.
The Adopt a Charity Campaign acted as ‘matchmaker’ between business and community groups
to support the skills and intentions of businesses and match them with a charity of voluntary
organisation needing that support. The event was attended by a diverse range of business
including multi nationals such as Bank of Ireland, Abbott and local Sligo based business. Each
business got to meet with the voluntary groups to determine their needs and how they could
help them.
Some notable results include Abbott employees donated their time to Nazareth House Nursing
Home in Sligo in July 2017.

Minister Charlie Flanagan at Sligo’s Closing Ceremonies December 2017
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7 VALUING & ACKNOWLEDGING VOLUNTEERING
The purpose of the EV Capital is to promote volunteering at the local level by giving recognition
to municipalities that support and strengthen partnerships with volunteer centres and volunteerinvolving organisations and celebrate and promote volunteering and the impact made by
volunteers.
Two of the main achievements of Sligo EVC in this respect were the Volunteer Voices Workshops
and the Volunteer Hours clock, counting the Volunteer Hours, in order to recognise all volunteers
for their efforts.

Volunteer Voices
This was a yearlong series of events, that allowed volunteers from all aspects of life to come
together in an informal setting to tell their story and generally an opportunity to share and
record the great stories of volunteering and its impact. It also allowed volunteers to share ideas
and methods and discuss various issues around volunteering. The Volunteer voices had some key
themes:
Volunteer Voices event
 Effects of volunteering on mental health and well being
 Rewards and challenges of volunteering
 Festival and event volunteering

Its benefit and impact were:
 Many event and festival organisers found great value in networking, sharing expertise

and resources
 It allowed informal networking and sharing among many volunteers and volunteer

groups
 It built on the culture and ethos of volunteering in Co. Sligo
 It encouraged and promoted volunteering more as an activity among people and

provided a motivation among those attending to continue and enhance their
volunteering efforts.
 Encouraged long pasting partnerships and networking outside of the EVC for volunteers

in Co. Sligo

Volunteers in action at Tubbercurry Old Fair Day
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Some specific examples of input to the Volunteer Clock were:

Headstart Volunteers Expo
This daylong seminar was aimed at job-seekers. It included information stands and workshops
participants had an opportunity to explore a range of topics related to volunteering and jobseeking and anyone interested in volunteering. The event had a range of practical workshops,
speakers and stands from local voluntary groups.
It provided a great opportunity for people to become involved in volunteering and meet and get
to know volunteer organisations. The benefits for organisation’s was a method to recruit more
volunteers and for the participants to develop their self confidence, contribute to personal
development and utilise their skills for society benefit.
Numerous local companies participated in the Headstart including Ulster Bank, Collins

 A total of 522,340 total volunteer hours recorded
 3,600 volunteer hours were carried out in organising the North West Hospice Annual

Coffee Day
 3,125 volunteer hours were carried out organising the Tubbercurry Old Fair Day Festival.

European Parliament Exhibition
From the 10-13 October EV Capital 2017 Sligo held an exhibition in the European Parliament,
demonstrating the valuable contribution of volunteers and volunteering activities in Sligo. This
was hosted by MEP Marian Harkin and it featured presentations from Commissioner Phil Hogan,
Irish ambassador Helena Nolan and Cathaoirleach Seamus Kilgannon.

McNicholas, Abbott, Sligo Centre for Independent Living and Starling Marketing.

Volunteer Hours Clock
As part of Sligo’s designation as the European Volunteering Capital in 2017, an aim was to
highlight the impact volunteering contributes to wellbeing and society by tracking as many
volunteer hours as possible in the county. The organisers established an online clock that
recorded the amount of volunteer hours worked each month. All volunteer and volunteer
organisations were asked to submit their volunteer hours each month to help showcase the
importance of volunteering. As importantly this was the first formal effort to try and record the
actual amount of volunteering input in Co. Sligo on an annual basis.
As at December 31, 2017, the total number of recorded hours reached – 522,340.
It is estimated that this is only in the region of 20 – 25% of the total volunteer hours committed in
the county on an annual basis, as only a small percentage of volunteer organisations regularly
submitted hours and some only did so for particular events.
Based on a 25% of hours recorded, the total estimated volunteer hours worked in Co. Sligo
annually would reach 2.089 million.
The financial value of this volunteer output at €15 per hour is a massive €31.3 million per annum.
This is a huge level of commitment and value added from the residents of Co. Sligo to the public

Sligo Exhibition in European Parliament in Brussels October 2017

and social good and provides a massive input and support to communities and the public service
across all areas of life (e.g. sport, caring, environment, tourism etc)
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8 CELEBRATING & RECOGNISING VOLUNTEERING
8.1 Opening and Closing Ceremonies
The Opening and Closing events were significant public and landmark occasions marking the
Sligo EVC designation. They created significant media profile and were afforded significant status
to enable a sense of public awareness and pride in demonstrating and celebrating the key assets
that Sligo had to offer as part of the designation opportunity. The opening event showcased
Sligo in a holistic way through its landscape, music and people which set the scene for the year
and outlined the series of events to follow. The closing event built on these assets culminating in
a demonstration of volunteer images, music and lights.

Opening Ceremony 27th January
This involved a spectacular opening ceremony and gala concert to officially launch Sligo as
European Volunteering Capital 2017. The event consisted of performances from acclaimed
composer Michael Rooney, the Sligo Academy of Music lead by Niamh Crowley, Tommie Gorman,
Kieran Quinn and a collective of musicians from across Traditional and Classical genres, Choirs
and volunteer testimonials. It was held on January 27, 2017 at the Knocknarea Arena, Institute of

Launch of Spirit of Sligo Opening Ceremony

Technology, Sligo to an audience in excess of 1,100 people. It was attended by Ministers and
senior officials of local and central Government, local and national dignitaries, Guests for the EU
structures, representatives of statutory and non-statutory agencies, partners, religious,
community groups, minority groups and of course Volunteers. The event was entitled ‘Spirit of
Sligo’ and was a celebration of Sligo’s natural landscape, music, creativity, and people, and a
recognition of all of those who contribute so much to Sligo in every sense.

Closing Ceremony December 2017
This event which took place on 1st December 2017 in the Council Chamber, City Hall, Sligo, was
attended by a Government Minister and 160 distinguished guests representing local and national
government, guests for Europe, elected representatives, partner agencies, representatives of the
statutory and non statutory sectors, PPN, Committees of the Council and Volunteers. The closing
event featured a specifically commissioned music piece, composed by Michael Rooney entitled
‘As lamha le cheile’ and was performed with a mixed orchestra of classical and traditional
musicians. This was followed by an external spectacular public light show which ran for a week,
illuminated on City Hall and with Volunteering as its theme, which marked in an artistic manner

Musicians at Closing Ceremony Sligo 2017
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the successful year. It event also included the official handover to Aarhus of Denmark for 2018
and the announcement of the 2019 EV capital as Kosice in Slovakia.

Volunteer Ireland National Volunteer Management Conference 2017
The National Volunteer Management Conference took place on Tuesday 30th May 2017 in Sligo
Institute of Technology. For the first time the conference moved city and season and became
part of Sligo’s European Volunteering Capital programme. The conference provides an
opportunity for likeminded people in the field of volunteer management, to come together for a
day of professional development, networking and informative, thought-provoking master
classes. Masterclass titles included: Rural Volunteering: Rethinking the Recruitment and
Retention of Volunteers in Rural Ireland; 60 Minute Masterclass in Social Media; Family
Volunteering; Student Volunteering; Investing in Volunteers and Building the Best Board for your
Business.
Individuals and organisations attending included:
 130 delegates in total

 89 organisations represented

 44% National organisations



 7% Regional organisations

 64% of organisations were from

Spirit of Sligo Lightshow as part of Closing events

outside Dublin

 43% Local organisations
 6% Outside of Ireland

 6%

 30% of organisations were from

of organisations were from

outside of Ireland

Dublin

National Public Participation Network - October 19th
2017 was the year in which the first national PPN conference was held at the initiation and
organisation of the Sligo PPN. Public Participation Networks (PPNs) were set up under the Local
Government Reform Act 2014 to enable citizens to play an active part in influencing the policies
and decisions of local government and in keeping oversight of its work.
The objective of the conference, in conjunction with the designation, was to provide a forum for
all PPNs to come together to network and explore common issues of concern and to allow
commonality and diversity of structures be considered with a view to benchmarking where the
networks are at on their trajectory to fulfilling the role and function set by government.

PPN Conference
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Over 200 participants attended to examine the successes and challenges of PPNs and in

Other Key Events

particular the responsibility of preparing a statement of wellbeing for present and future

At EU level, the events organised and dissemination of results through the media channels of the

generations.

EVC and the expo in Brussels generated high interest. Many EU counties learned of the

The national PPN conference was a key forum for volunteers and seen as a very successful event
and aligned very well with the aims and objectives of the Sligo EVC.

approaches towards volunteerism in Ireland. In addition, the culture and tradition of volunteering
in Ireland is a key aspect and the designation of the EVC for Sligo allowed Sligo and Ireland to
showcase

and

celebrate

this

while

allowing

National Volunteering Week
To mark Sligo’s designation as the European Volunteering Capital, National Volunteering Week
was launched by Neven Maguire in Sligo. The key highlights of this week of activities was:
 Research into volunteering and well-being undertaken via facilitation of research focus

groups and matched with data from 2,000 surveys completed by volunteers for the
research
 Launch of report on impact of volunteering on health and well-being with Minister

Catherine Byrne. DHPCLG, VIOs and VCs attended.
 Achieved a slot on Newstalk with volunteers on first day of NVW.
 Supplement published in the Irish Independent
 The week secured a 50% increase in national and regional media coverage compared to

the event in 2016.

Volunteer Ireland Awards
The hosting of the Volunteer Ireland awards was a major event of the year. The awards aim to
celebrate and recognise the thousands of people across the country who selflessly give their time
and talent to benefit others. It is the largest national celebration of volunteerism in Ireland. The
2017 Volunteer Ireland Awards took place on Friday 1st December in Sligo. This event created
much media and social media coverage and gave excellent exposure to the work of Sligo
Volunteer Centre and the EVC Sligo. Media mentions include:
 Featured on the RTE 9 O Clock News and TV3’s Ireland AM.

National Volunteering Week Supplement in Irish Independent

 Total impressions for Volunteer Ireland Awards on Social Media: 341,290; Facebook

impressions: 242,989; Twitter impressions: 61,448; Total LinkedIn impressions: 36,853
 Editorial content worth over €360,000
 Volunteering Matters, newsletter sent to over 7,000 contacts
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9 IMPACTS OF PUBLICITY AND AWARENESS ACTIVITIES
The main media highlights generated by the EVC in Sligo were:

Review of EVC, Sligo 2017

Impacts of Publicity and Awareness Activities

 Twitter was a very active account all through the year with a total of 713 tweets attracting

a follower base of 758 persons. Information provided was very newsworthy and
extensive use made of photos and video.

 24-page Irish Independent supplement to mark National Volunteering Week, with a heavy

Sligo focus
 RTE Nationwide package to mark same, a 14-minute film focusing on Sligo volunteering

endeavours
 Extensive regional coverage in local media throughout the yearCoverage of launch by

traditional methods in local and social media
 37 separate pieces covering all major events of the EVC Year and many of its different

initiatives
 RTE News 6.1 and 9.1 coverage for the EVC Closing Ceremony, Light Show at City Hall and

Volunteer Ireland awards from the Radisson Hotel.
 15m people: the combined total number of people who visited the websites where EVC

coverage was achieved
 Several interviews and news coverage pieces on local radio and local press

A media coverage report as prepared by Story Lab calculated that through 37 pieces of coverage
monitored:
 The estimated advertising value achieved through earned media coverage of EVC 2017

online, in print, on radio and TV was €495,000.
 15.9 million reach through online readership
 1.08m social media shares

Sligo Signing the Official documentation to accept the designation. From L-R  Hubert Keaney, Cathaoirleach Sligo County
Council, Gabriella Civico, European Volunteer Centre and Ciaran Hayes, CE Sligo County Council

 79,700 coverage views

Social Media activity was through Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.
 Instagram was the least active platform with 32 posts generating 155 followers

 Facebook was a very active platform with an average of 15 posts per month of interesting

stories, events and news. It build up a substantial following and make excellent use of
imagery and video to promote the year
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counter on the EVC website and allowed volunteer organisations to submit the number of

10 SLIGO VOLUNTEER CENTRE/IMPACT ON VOLUNTEERING IN SLIGO
IN 2017
Over the course of the year, Sligo Volunteer Centre was at the forefront of promotion of
volunteerism at national level. At the same time, it continued to work at its core services at
county level. 2017 was a successful year for the centre, where it recorded some impressive results
in terms of engagement and impacts. These included:

volunteer hours delivered of the course of a year. While it is a simple mechanism, it for the first
time allowed some formal measurement and recognition of the level of volunteer input in Co.
Sligo. A total of 522,340 hours were recorded. This does not cover all volunteer activities in the
county and estimates prepared for this report calculate that it is only approximately 25% of the
total volunteers committed in Co. Sligo each year. This results in a massive unpaid volunteer
effort of over 2,000,000 hours per annum across all sectors, from caring, sports, environment,
business, social, community affairs etc. putting a modest commercial value of €15 per hour on this
input gives a value of volunteering in Co. Sligo each year the equivalent of €31.3 million.

 15.5% increase in volunteers registered with Sligo Volunteer Centre
 20% increase in organisations offering volunteering opportunities registered
 23% increase in local volunteering opportunities on offer

The operation and running of the events and work programme for the EVC was carried out in the
main by the staff of Sligo Volunteer Centre. They were supported by the staff of Sligo County

There is no doubt that the designation of the EVC supported and enhanced the awareness and

Council for specific functions such as finance and specific events. The hosting of the major

role of the Sligo Volunteer Centre in 2017. For example:

opening and closing ceremonies were managed by Margaret McConnell along with staff of the
Community & Economic Development Section of Sligo County Council, in conjunction with the

 EVC gave the impetus to revise a Rewards Card scheme for volunteers. Sligo Volunteer

Centre initiated a similar scheme in 2015 but revised it again in 2017.

Corporate services section of the Council on civic matters. The Steering Committee maintained
oversight and supported in wider fundraising and awareness. However the bulk of the work load

 In December 2017, a Rewards Card was printed (2,500 in total). These were distributed to

volunteers through Community & voluntary groups who contributed to the EVC clock.
 27 businesses are currently engaged and supporting this scheme with Sligo VC.

The EVC allowed the scope for Sligo to develop and host a range of events to promote, recognise
and encourage volunteering across the county. One of the main avenues was the monthly
“Volunteer Voices” series. This allowed volunteers to share stories and experiences in an informal
setting. In doing so, it raised some key issues around the importance of volunteering in Ireland.
These included:

was carried out by Sligo Volunteer Centre with their core staff of 4. The EVC presented a large
extra volume of work which the staff of Sligo Volunteer Centre managed along side their existing
work in running the Centre. The staff and in particular the manager, Ciara Herity deserve
compliments and praise for the efficient, professional way both roles were carried out and the
dedication to the Sligo EVC.
The hosting of a number of national conferences in Sligo during the year, gave local recognition
to the volunteers and volunteer organisations in the county. It also highlighted the work and role
of Sligo Volunteer Centre as an important part of community infrastructure in Co. Sligo.

 The valuable levels of social and community input made
 The added value it gives to service delivery
 The importance of the culture of volunteerism in Ireland
 The support offered by the Council to community development
 The sense of pride and celebration in being part of ‘Sligo’ – brought to life in the Spirit of

Sligo expression
The value of volunteerism is often undervalued and under recorded.

Probably the most

innovative initiative of the Sligo EVC was the “Volunteer Clock”. This was set up as a digital
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11 FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC REVIEW
EVC Sligo 2017 was hosted and run on a relatively small budget. The overall budget constituted a
mix of contributions from the main partners, the operational budget of Sligo Volunteer Centre
and the Council. The support and voluntary activity provided by members of the steering group
and others provided additional non monetary but essential guidance and support.
The Budget for Hosting the 2017 European Volunteer Capital is presented in the table below.
Contributions of expertise are costed as appropriate.
Source

€

Sligo County Council

40,900

Abbott – Corporate Partner

30,000

Dept. of Community Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs

26,991

Sligo Tourist Development Association

12,000

Electric Ireland

10,000

Western Development Commission

9,308

Failte Ireland

5,000

Creative Ireland

4,000

Public Participation Network Contribution

3,000

Sligo Volunteer Centre

2,515

Sligo Business Improvement District

2,000

Knightsbridge Community Fund

750

Europe Direct

500

TOTAL

146,954

There was a substantial level of in-kind support from partners through the contribution of staff
time, steering group time over the course of 2017. Other contributions included the in kind
provision of a venue by IT Sligo for the Opening & Closing Ceremonies.
The total value of in-kind contributions from the main partners of Sligo Volunteer Centre and
Sligo County Council is estimated at €80,000 for the year.
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In conclusion, a very strong and wide range of activities was carried out for this small budget. It
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In comparison the city of Aarhus in Denmark who have the designation for 2018 have a budget of
In comparison the city of Aarhus in Denmark who have the designation for 2018 have a budget of
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In
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 It completed over 70 events over the course of the year
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 Generated an economic contribution from visitors of over €750,000 to the local economy
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Event Title
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Total Day
Date
Event Title
Total
Total
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Day
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Overnight
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Overnight
Visitors
Date
Event Title
Total
Total
Total Day
Stays
Stays
Attendees
Overnight
Visitors
March 2 – 5 Foroige
National
Volunteer
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50
80
March 2 – 5 Conference
Foroige
National
Volunteer
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80
Stays
2017
2017 292 2017
ConferenceOlympics
– 5 Special
Foroige
National Connaught
Volunteer
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March
60
15
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March
29
2017
Special Badminton
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Connaught
60
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2017
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5
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19,
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No of visitors
Spend per day Accommodation
Total
Using Failte Ireland and CSO data on spend per visitor the following
economic contribution is
spend (average)
Overnight
295
€74
€75
€43,995
calculated.
Day Visitor
8,600
€37
€318,200
Visitor type
TOTAL

No of visitors

Spend per day

Accommodation
spend (average)
€75

Total
€362,195

Overnight
295
€74
€43,995
Day Visitor
8,600
€37
€318,200
For every euro spent on tourism (domestic and overseas), 23c is generated in tax. This equates
TOTAL
to - €83,305 generated in taxation

€362,195

Employment –Every €1mn of tourist expenditure helps to support 27 tourism jobs. Therefore 7
For every euro spent on tourism (domestic and overseas), 23c is generated in tax. This equates
jobs were supported in Sligo over the course of the year.
to - €83,305 generated in taxation
The generation of an additional visitor spend of €362,195 circulates in the local economy and has
Employment –Every €1mn of tourist expenditure helps to support 27 tourism jobs. Therefore 7
an indirect economic effect created by the spend of employees’ wages and purchases of goods
jobs were supported in Sligo over the course of the year.
and services. Using an economic multiplier for tourism of 2.2 gives estimate of the total economic
impact
to a region
of approximately
€796,829.
The
generation
of an
additional visitor
spend of €362,195 circulates in the local economy and has
an indirect economic effect created by the spend of employees’ wages and purchases of goods
and services. Using an economic multiplier for tourism of 2.2 gives estimate of the total economic
impact to a region of approximately €796,829.
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12 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
12.1 Key Conclusions
1.

Sligo County Council demonstrated vision and initiative in submitting the application for
EVC. Sligo County Council shows a high level of commitment from the input of the CE as
Chair of the Steering Group, to the Cathaoirleach in overseeing funding and policy
contributions, to the work of the Community and Economic Development section
working with all partners to deliver on significant opening and closing events which gave
the designation its deserved significance.

2. The staff and Board of Sligo Volunteer Centre contributed leadership, expertise and
professional input in the management and operation of the year. They are to be praised
and complimented for their professionalism and dedication shown to the programme
from time of award to the closing ceremony.
3. The designation would have benefited from increased resourcing in terms of staffing in
particular.
4. The Sligo EVC hosted a wide ranging and interesting programme of events that
stimulated debate, celebration and recognition of volunteerism at local level in Co. Sligo,
national level and EU level. It contributed to a better understanding of the role played by
volunteerism in society in Ireland and has stimulated some early stage policy change at
government level regarding a national strategy for volunteering in Ireland.
5. The designation of EVC for Sligo generated significant additional PR and media coverage
for Co. Sligo, not only its volunteering activities, but also of the commercial, community,
tourism and environment of Co. Sligo itself. The engagement of professional support
services for PR and social media were sound decisions that paid dividends in terms of
media exposure achieved and professionalism of the content created. The media and
publicity plan provided a year long programme of interesting and varied coverage of
events and stories around the Sligo EVC at local, national and EU level.Sligo County
Council was the lead partner for the designation of EVC Sligo. They provided overall
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alongside the Sligo Volunteer Centre throughout 2017 to ensure a quality and memorable

promoted and encouraged this partnership approach. It mixed local level development

series of events and legacy was created and delivery for Co. Sligo.

such as the volunteer voices initiative with national level initiatives such as the Volunteer

6. Awareness raising of volunteerism and community development and development of a

Ireland awards. This resulted in a greater understanding of volunteerism at local and

sense of ‘Spirit of Sligo’ pride was achieved. Working along side and developing

national level.

relationships with the PPN was achieved in many ways and in particular by the PPN
conference and the commissioning of a legacy Art piece by the PPN in recognition of the

3. The Sligo EVC designation facilitated the hosting of a number of national events in Sligo

year and volunteering generally

for the first time. These events brought hundreds of new visitors to Sligo who
contributed to the local economy during their stay. They showcased the assets of Co.

7. Key partners contributed substantially to the success of Sligo EVC. They include Sligo

Sligo which was one of the aims of the year and their legacy will have future impacts in

Tourist Development Association, Abbott Ireland as Corporate Partner, The Western

terms of visitation and profile for Co. Sligo.

Development Commission, Failte Ireland, Electric Ireland, IT Sligo who all provided
monetary and in kind resources to ensure the EVC project could be successful.

4. The national events and many other events as part of the EVC showcased the excellent
facilities that Sligo has for hosting of conference, meetings and events.

8. The composition of the overall public / private partnership around the Sligo EVC was an
impressive and strong effort. It brought to the year a high level of expertise at national

5. The events organised and ran in conjunction with Sligo EVC defined and made key

and regional level in terms of:

national policy recommendations around volunteering, community structures and

 Organisational and operational ability

support for volunteering. Because these events involved statutory established bodies and

 PR, Media and Marketing

NGO’s well established in their field, the conclusions and recommendations were taken

 Private Sector leadership and support

seriously at policy level by government. An example is the statement of well being as

 Funding and operational support

prepared and approved at the national PPN conference.

 Engagement between various stakeholders such as community, public, private

6. The partnership of Sligo County Council’s Community and Economic Development

and volunteer sectors

Section with partner agencies of a statutory and non-statutory nature worked well in

In conclusion a very strong and wide range of activities was carried out for this small budget. It

engaging on events and demonstrated an already well embedded relationship which was

contributed significantly to the objectives, met the aims and gave great payback economically

strengthened and enhanced throughout the year.

and in terms of highlighting community and volunteer endeavour.

7. In 2008, the Government removed a key question in relation to volunteering in Ireland in

12.2 EVC Theme and Impact
1.

the national census. Sligo Volunteer Centre and Volunteer Ireland have since lobbied the

The EVC in Sligo developed and implemented many innovative ideas to recognise and

government to re instate this question and were able to leverage the hosting of the EVC

reward volunteering. These include the Volunteer Clock, the Adopt a Charity, the

to highlight the importance of Volunteering in Ireland. It also levered the designation to

Corporate engagement measures and Volunteer voices programme. Many of these

make a submission and call for the development of a national policy around volunteering.

initiatives still operate and are self-facilitated in 2018, showing a lasting legacy of the EVC.

This process has now started in 2018.

2. The three core themes chosen for the Sligo EVC resonated and reflected well the status
and culture of volunteering in Ireland. The year had several important events that
Page 31
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Recommendations

 As in this programme, the practice of having clearly set targets and performance

13 RECOMMENDATIONS

indicators for outsourced services should be continued. These should be monitored on a
regular basis.

13.1 Planning
A number of recommendations around the planning for and security of income for future such
events are made with a view to minimising dependence on a single funding source or over
reliance on a single organisation to deliver the project.
 To ensure that funding for any such programme is explored and secured as part of the

preparatory work for the year. This should reduce against overdependence on any single
funding source and over stretch, any single organisation involved.
 The sponsorship strategy should be well defined and agreed at least 6 months before the

start of the event. The benefits or sponsors should be well defined and the strategy
should set out a targeting approach for securing sponsorship.
 Sufficient funding should be designated for marketing and communications activities to

ensure awareness of the event and to support sponsorship generation and attendance
and footfall at events. Marketing initiatives are major component of the success of the
event and should be given prominence and emphasis in planning and rollout of the year.
 The use of partnerships to share costs and event organisation should be continued and

actively encouraged as part of any long period event such as the EVC.
 A pre event evaluation should take place to estimate the financial, economic and social

returns that the event will generate. The results should be part of the assessment

 Consideration should be given to division of the workload across key partner

organisations in addition to the dedicated staff workload. This could be an efficient
arrangement as those organisations best placed and with the best skillsets can be
responsible for the aspects of the programme where they can add most value.

13.2 Evaluation & Impact Assessment
 A baseline of date from which to measure outputs/impact should be established at the

outset of the programme. This would aid ongoing monitoring or performance and make
ex post evaluation a simpler and more accurate process.
 International best practice should be applied in the establishment of a baseline prior to

the title year. In addition learnings should be reviewed from previous holders and
successful initiatives considered for inclusion into the programme of events.
 The partners for the Sligo EVC should continue to nurture and grow the relationships and

partnerships developed over 2017 as a mechanism of supporting and growing the
volunteer sector in Co. Sligo.
 The partners should look to future opportunities of relevance at EU level and use the

experience and learning form the EVC Sligo designation to secure such designations and
opportunities for Co. Sligo.

decision as to whether or not to bid for an event.
 The planning process should agree a set of specific aims and objectives for the year. This

in turn will help to define the management structures, needed, the implementation
structures needed and allow the setting of achievable, realistic and defined milestones.
 All future such bids should apply a comprehensive skills matrix to the management and

oversight structure e.g. steering committee for the year. This is to ensure that the
steering committee structure has sufficient experience to effectively deliver on the
objectives of the year and can define the roles and responsibilities of each member of the
committee.
 Specific staff resources should be made available on a full time basis to manage the

project. This could be through a secondment arrangement or contract hires. This will
minimise disruption on the activities of existing partner organisations regular work load
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Public Information Event

Feb 9 2017

Volunteer Voices

Regional Consultation Workshop

March 8

March 10 2017

of a new national Communities Facilities Grant Scheme by Minister Catherine Byrne

Regional Consultation Workshop for the new SICAP 2018-2020 Programme and launch

Continuation of volunteer voices series

weekend

Weekend event involving Foroige volunteers nationwide. Held in Sligo over a single

volunteers in their volunteering programmes.
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Civil Defence Regional Exercise and Volunteers from Donegal, Leitrim, Mayo and Roscommon took part in this event

Badminton Event

Special Olympics Connaught Regional Hosted by Sligo Tennis Club

March 29 2017

challenge and how to get involved.

Launch of the Adopt a Charity Campaign and first session for volunteers to learn of the

and participation in marking the Centenary Year and plan future events.

Creative Ireland office took place to build on the success of community engagement

Adopt a Charity

Consultation Session

March 28 2017

April 1 2017

Events Overview
Local Volunteer Managers meeting to discuss how they can best involve corporate

volunteers in their volunteering programmes.

Local Volunteer Managers meeting to discuss how they can best involve corporate

volunteers in their volunteering programmes.

Local Volunteer Managers meeting to discuss how they can best involve corporate

volunteering and its impact.

sharing their story, and an opportunity to share and record the great stories of

First of a series of such events involving a volunteer telling their story or organisation

Public Participation network and committees of the Council.

from previous EVC’s (Barcelona, Lisbon, London), 2018 EVC winners (Denmark), LCDC,

Housing, Planning & Local Govt Officials, CEV Staff & Board (from Brussels), Personnel

organisations including National Network of Volunteer Centres, Department of

dignitaries, representatives of local and national statutory adn non statutory and

Sligo Community & Voluntary Groups, local and national elected representatives and

The opening civic ceremony and gala concert was attended by a wide range of Local

Attended by staff and members of Sligo County Council and Sligo Volunteer Centre

Details

Events Overview

Sligo Creative Ireland 2017 – Public A Public Consultation Session on the Creative Ireland initiative facilitated by the

Foroige National Volunteer Conference

March 2 – 5 2017

March 21 2107

Volunteer Managers Get Together

Feb 15 2017

Review of EVC, Sligo 2017
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Public Information Event

Feb 2 2017

Opening Ceremony

Jan 27 2017

Volunteer Voices

Official handover

Dec 5 2016

Jan 31, 2017

Event Title

Date

14 EUROPEAN VOLUNTEERING CAPITAL – EVENTS OVERVIEW

Review of EVC, Sligo 2017
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Launch of National Volunteering Week Celebrity Chef Neven Maguire was the face of the campaign.

April 26 2017

Volunteer

Voices

Volunteer Voices

Sligo

Volunteer

Nov 23, 2017
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Ceremony

Volunteer Ireland National Awards The Volunteer Ireland Awards is an awards program aims to shine a light on the

Dec 1 2017

Higgins is Patron of the Awards.

ordinary people doing extraordinary work across the country. President Michael D.

level. The Volunteer Ireland Awards are a unique opportunity to say ‘thank you’ to

remarkable work of volunteers around the country by celebrating them on a national

or whose activities benefit the people of Strandhill.

A Mass to honour and celebrate the many volunteers who either operate in Strandhill,

Volunteer Mass

volunteering and discuss opportunities available.

International Continuation of the monthly series, this month with a focus on international

who help in the Churches in so many ways.

A ceremony of thank you from Sligo’s Christian Churches to all the many volunteers

Clayton Hotel, Sligo.

Community Development (DRCD) hosted the first National PPN Conference on in the

Nov 26 2017

Volunteering

Churches Together

Oct 26, 2017

Voices

National PPN Conference

Oct 19, 2017

Events Overview

Sligo Public Participation Network in conjunction with the Department of Rural and

GAA All Ireland Wheelchair Hurling and In Association with Sligo Sports and Recreation Partnership

Oct 14 2017

Camogie Finals

Volunteer Voices

July 29 2017

Continuation of this series of events

Continuation of this series of events

– Continuation of this series of events

Celebrating Volunteering in Active Age

Tubbercurry

Conference 2017

Review of EVC, Sligo 2017
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July 4 2017

June 7 2017

National

May 30 2017

volunteering and job-seeking and anyone interested in volunteering.

stands and workshops; participants could explore a range of topics related to

Day-long seminar in the Glasshouse Hotel suitable for job-seekers. Included information

Continuation of this series of events

Management Volunteer Ireland hosted their 2017 National Volunteer Management Conference in

Headstart Volunteering Expo

May 2016 2017

Volunteer

Volunteer Voices

April 27 2017

in Sligo

Irish Water Safety Annual Conference

April 8 2017

facilitated by Sligo Volunteer Centre

Adopt a Charity, First Dates

Facilitated Introductions between volunteer organisations and corporate volunteers,

Events Overview

April 4 2017

Gala Dinner

Review of EVC, Sligo 2017
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Spirit of Sligo Light Show

Dec 1 2017

Events Overview

Sligo’s City Hall on Quay Street followed by a spectacular external light show.

musical celebration with communities and volunteers and the wider community at

As Sligo’s designation as, European Volunteering Capital drew to a close, a creative and

Closing Ceremonies for the years events

Society sector.

Volunteering on the volunteer sector. Audience were people from across Europe involved in Civic
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May 2017

American Chamber Event

National Level

Review of EVC, Sligo 2017
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a destination and Sligo’s food etc.

Expo in Brussels – showcasing Sligo as Marian Harkin organised this in the Parliament Building and invited previous years

October 2017

companies

story and partnership with businesses. Audience – North West leaders in American

American Chamber Event in May 2017 – Sligo VC and Co asked to present on the EVC

– Helena Nolan was a keynote speaker.

Events Overview

Society, GAA, Surfing etc. to exhibit the best of Sligo. The Irish Ambassador to Belgium

Cathaoirleach Awardees as well as representatives from Sligo e.g. Sligo Tourism, Yeats

representation. It took place in the Parliament buildings in Brussels.

Sligo were asked to exhibit at this on foot of the designation. Sligo County Council sent

CSR policies as to how large companies can support and impact on Civic Society.

Brussels Expo for Europe Day

Sligo and Abbott’s partnership)

IAVE Conference Madrid, (showcasing SVC & Abbott asked to present to an international audience of mainly businesses with

European

May 2017

May 2017

Strategies

Developing

International Volunteering Conference: Hosted in London - Sligo presented how their local area policies and strategies impact

April 2017

Details

Event Title

Date

15 EUROPEAN VOLUNTEERING CAPITAL – ACTIVITIES ATTENDED

Closing Ceremonies

Dec 1, 2 2017

Review of EVC, Sligo 2017
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Encouraging Partnership

6 ENCOURAGING PARTNERSHIP
6.1 EVC Delivery Partnership
EVC Sligo was strongly supported by partnership of public and private sector bodies. The steering
group and staff secured the buy in and active support of a these partners, all of whom recognised

48

Sligo County Council and Sligo Volunteer Centre were the lead partners in promoting and
supporting the designation. They were responsible for the overall management, coordination

Printfix.ie

the value and strength of volunteering in Ireland. Partners included:

